I conjecture that every metric on S 3 admits at least 5 minimal embedded tori, but I can prove it (by a perturbation argument [W2,4.4] ) only for metrics that are close to the standard metric.
Peliminaries. The proof uses the following facts about the space of all minimal surfaces for varying riemannian metrics. The facts are proved in [W2] using the implicit function theorem. Let N be a compact 3-manifold, T be an open set of C 4 metrics on TV, and M be the set of pairs (y, S) where y G T and S C N is a smooth embedded y-minimal surface. By the compactness theorem of Choi and Schoen [CS] , there is a convergent subsequence, which we may assume to be the original sequence: Mi -• M. Fix a real number t > 0 and let k(i) be the greatest integer less than or equal to tn{i), so that
By hypothesis The area of the inverse image (under h) of a curve is a constant times the length of the curve. Thus the minimality of M implies that T is a union of geodesies. Since M is embedded, T is a single great circle and so M is a Clifford torus. It follows from Theorem 2 (and the example given after it) that for sufficiently large /, M t is a Clifford torus. D Now to prove the theorem, let T be the set of C 4 metrics of positive ricci curvature on S 3 , M be the Banach manifold of Theorem 1, and M 0 be the set of (y,S) e M such that S is a torus. The space F is connected by a theorem of Hamilton [H] . By the compactness theorem of Choi and Schoen [CS] , II|M 0 is proper and therefore (by Theorem 1) has a mapping degree; we will show that the degree is not zero. Let p be a prime number greater than the no of the lemma. Let yo be the standard metric on S 3 and let To C T be a neighborhood of yo such that II 
